
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of cash
management manager. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for cash management manager

Contribute to and represent Treasury in its cross functional activities in the
Asia region
Perform daily cash management functions including retrieval of bank
information related to funds transfers, investment transactions, technical and
non-technical cash flows and cash balances for several Asian jurisdictions
Produce, analyze and maintain daily cash reports for cash availability and
forecasting that identifies and tracks sources and uses of funds within
investment portfolios and commercial bank accounts
Process, verify and execute funding transfers to facilitate cash concentration,
account funding and adequate liquidity, coordinate daily journal
entries/interfaces with accounting teams, resolve all cash and FX related
issues in a timely manner
Determine and coordinate the investment of daily surplus cash
Manage the opening/closing of bank accounts, maintaining all related
documentation and approvals
Develop and maintain proficient understanding of cash management, bank
account management and liquidity reporting applications
Contribute to company's monthly liquidity and free funding reporting process
by coordinating the data collection and aggregation process for certain
balance sheet positions, future cash flows and contingent liquidity risk
exposures
Produce and communicate monthly free funding reports and semi-annual
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Prepare regular capital and FX reports for the Asian region and contribute to
the overall reporting process by assuming the responsibility for certain
subject matter expert topics sub-processes

Qualifications for cash management manager

Monitor, advise and provide support for smooth and efficient AR/AP
operation
Control Cash, AR, AP and related accounts
Develop and implement strategic cash flow and projections
Propose and implement process improvement
Experience of cash flow forecast and AP/AR operations
Knowledge of Accounting Standards (JGAAP, USGAAP preferred)


